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Reduce 
waste

Reduce the
giveaway 
up to 1 %

Reduce 
time and costs

€

€

Increase
efficiency
of your 
production

Increase
productivity

Increase
profits

Increase
quality of 
your products

HIGH
QUALITY

About TopControl

TopControl was founded in 1991 by Michael Saltuari and is one of the world‘s 

leading suppliers of innovative automation solutions in the food industry. With 

more than 80 dedicated employees, TopControl plays a significant role and 

can boast strong global growth in recent years.  

TopControl is the competent partner for automation and system 

solutions in the industrial environment. We plan, develop and 

implement customised total solutions for production and lo-

gistics control, especially in the fruit and vegetable sector. 

The product portfolio ranges from smart system sca-

les and labelling solutions to complete, sophisticated 

packing lines for the food industry, including software 

solutions that guarantee maximum ease of use. 

Technical innovation is a top priority at 

TopControl. Devices, as well as software, are 

developed, designed, programmed and pro-

duced in-house. Everything starts with the 

customer‘s requirements. Our goal is to 

develop innovative ideas with a tech-

nical edge for our customers, which 

lead to an improvement and grea-

ter efficiency of the production 

processes. With the background 

of our knowledge and expe-

rience, we deal with innovative 

technologies and solutions in 

order to continuously achie-

ve a technological lead. 

Quality is anchored 

in our thoughts and 

actions; this applies 

to company ma-

nagement as well as 

employees.

www.topcontrol.it
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YOUR PROJECT IN GOOD HANDS
As a client, you expect sensible planning of your packing line and 

smooth project execution. You want to be able to rely on the quality 

and reliability of your partner. TopControl can boast numerous satis-

fied customers and renowned projects from over 30 years of business 

activity. 

We offer you customised and reliable project support, regardless of the size 

and complexity of your project. Because TopControl thinks holistically and 

makes all the considerations that are important for the success of your pro-

ject. Our view goes beyond the end of the plate or the standard solution. In 

this way, we ensure that your project can be handled efficiently as an overall 

solution.

Our project managers always keep an eye on all the details to ensure that your 

project is realised according to the defined specifications. By using tested solutions 

and systems, we can ensure efficient implementation and commissioning.

Our departments at your side for a successful project: sales, product management, 

project management, mechanical-, software- and hardware development, production 

and the service center.
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Your advantages
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TopControl weighing solutions optimise the packaging 

process for the food industry. We deliver the right so-

lution for your product so that you can work faster and 

more efficiently. You will increase your profit considera-

bly in less than a year. You can save on staff, on give-

aways and increase your productivity. In combination 

with our smart software solutions, you can analyse your 

packing line in real time. 
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Automatic process scale

MHP 5200
Automatic process scale 
with double-row-belt 

Manual weighing solutions

SSC 9200
Intelligent table scale

RSC 9200
Smart removal scale

NEW

IWS 3000
Weighing table with integrated 
smart scale, illumination, waste 
bin and much more. 

Combination scale

NEWNEW

MHP 3000
Semi-automatic scale 
for optimal weight 
combination

MHP 2100
Semi-automatic scale 
for optimal weight 
combination

MHP 1000
Manual scale for 
optimal weight 
combination

MHP 1200
Semi-automatic scale 
for optimal weight 
combination

MHP 1300
Semi-automatic scale 
for optimal weight 
combination

MHP 2000
Semi-automatic scale 
for optimal weight 
combination

Automatic checkweigher

ST EPW310
Automatic 
checkweigher for bags

CWT 1000
Automatic 
checkweigher for small 
punnets

ST A500B
Automatic checkweigher 
for transport packaging

NEW

NEWNEW

CWT 500
Automatic, hygienic 
checkweigher for 
transport packaging



Labelling solutions of TopControl offer the right labeller 

for your packing line. The high-performance labellers 

are precise, fast, gentle on the product and definitely the 

right choise. Our labelling solutions can be integrated 

into existing production lines or used as stand-alone de-

vices. 
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Labelling with conveyor line

GLM-B-S
High speed labeller 
for small punnets with 
conveyor line

Labelling without conveyor line
COMINGSOON

COMINGSOON

ILS 3000
Labeller for transport 
packaging without 
conveyor line 

GLT MAXX 9000
Labeller for transport 
packaging without 
conveyor line 

GPH MAXX 
Labeller for pallets 
without conveyor line 

IPS
Frontal weighing tables 
with one level conveyor line 
and combination scale and 
automatic checkweigher.

IPS
Automatic checkweigher, frontal 
weighing tables with 2 levels of 
conveyor lines.

IPS
Frontal weighing tables with 
3 levels of conveyor lines and 
combination scale MHP 3000

IPS
Frontal weighing tables with 
4 levels of conveyor lines, 
automatic checkweigher 
and labeller

Price labeller
NEWNEW

SPT 500
Manual price labeller 
integrated in hygienic 
table



The TopControl packing lines are precise and cutting-ed-

ge customised lines for every requirement.

From planning till installation TopControl cares about 

everything. 

Everything from a single source - thus eliminating nume-

rous component interfaces as potential sources of error. 

The perfect combination of individualised developments 

and experienced installations. Different conveyor belt 

widths, levels, weighing tables combinated with intel-

ligent weighing solutions tailored to your product are 

planned and realised according to your requirements.

ALL FROM ONE HAND:
Perfectly coordinated communication between the machines and the software
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Harvest recording:
in the field and/or in the 
production hall.

Maximum
productivity 

Minimisation of the 
work steps

Stand-alone and 
integrated in packing 
lines

Maximum reduction of 
giveaway

Efficient staff time 
recording with 
integrated RFID reader

Optimized packaging 
process with ergonomic 
integration into the 
packing line

Sales 
forecasts

Weight, time and 
activity recording



COMING

SOON

THE PERFECT WAREHOUSE OVERVIEW
Logistic guide system for storage handling. StorageMove stands for the first in this 
form realized laser based logistics guidance system for storage handling. Thanks to 
the modular structure the system can be used in all kind of corporations. The system 
brings the logistical advantages of a high-bay warehouse for a fraction of the costs on 
the level of a conventional storage cell. An optimal solution.

YOUR COMPLETE OVERVIEW OF THE HARVEST & PRODUCTION PROCESS
In combination with all other TopControl solutions (weighing, labelling and packa-
ging solutions) a maximum increase in productivity is guaranteed. At the touch of a 
button, the software generates user-defined reports that provide information about 
weight of giveaways, activities, performance data, sales forecasts and much more. All 
data is stored in real time on a local server and can be accessed at any time through 
intuitive dashboards. The recording of performance data enables optimal resource 
management and significant cost reduction.

Solutions with lots of advantages. Fully automatic pro-

duction management and traceability. You will save time 

and money with the TopControl Software solution by 

simultaneously increasing efficiency and quality in the 

production process. A proven improvement. 

TopControl software solutions are intuitive and unique 

that provides a complete overview of the harvest and 

production process and also of your warehouse.
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ROI within
3-12 months

€

€

Profit 
maximization

Process 
optimization

Detailed 
analysis






